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FOieWARD

Spruce types in tlie Subalpin^’ Forest Region provide most of the 
raw ;;;aterial nsed ’r-' the forest industry in the north central interior 
of British Columbia. The characteristic shallov/ rooting habit of 
white spruce, and the generally overmature condition of stands are

f .» t dfunda:; ental to most of the problems associated with the management 
of., spxuce-'t-ypee.

Wind and insect damage to reserved seed sources often precludes 
attempts to obtain natural regenerarion. Snags, non-rnerchantable 
trees, windfall, brush, diseased or damaged alpim fir understories, 
and/or thick organic layers prevail in most clearcut areas; inhibit 
prompt regeneration of white spruce; and constitute - varying fire, 
insect, and disease nf;-•=.rc.:̂. Soi.T= ■'‘orm of site preparation is 
generally prerequisite to either natural or artificial regeneration, 
and reduction of slash hazard is often necessary.

At present approximately 75,000 acres are clearcut each year
in spruce types in the north central interior. By 1975 the area

H. 11logged annualljT in types is expected to exceed 100,000
acres. Despite the vast area of F.S.R. land created in the past 
by fire and logging, it appears advisable to concentrate regenera
tion efforts on recently-logged areas. Access is generally more 
favourable, site preparation costs lower, and a significant pro
portion of the regeneration expense can be included in stumpage 
appraisal \indertaken by licencees.

By 1575 nursery seedlings will be available for planting
25,000 acres annually in the north central interior. Planting 
offers a much needed solution to the regeneration of high-site



areas. The developrneni: and application of successful ir.ethods of 
preparing these sites for planting is fundamental to the gross 
expansion of reforestation prograr.mes. iCvery effort sho\ild he 
made to develop safe and effective controlled burning practices, 
since mechanical site preparation is frequently impossible on 
these high sites. Natural regeneration will remain the major 
treatment for low and medium spruce sites, and must be supplemented 
by planting where failures occur.

The biological problems of silviculture are frequently aggrevated 
by details of timber administration (term of timber sale contract, 
inability to direct the harvest to vulnerable stands, etc.). It is 
hoped that the tenure and commitments incorporated in Timber Harvest
ing Licences will provide more flexibility. rn5, expand the frame
work within ’Which the silviculturist must work. Continued development 
of all-weather access, improved utilization practices, and more ade
quate treatment of slash hazards will greatly assist the practice 
of silviculture in spruce-alpin' fire types.

The following report has attempted to outline major silvicul
tural problems in spruce-alpine fir types, but has not discussed 
administrative problems. Long-range planning (more detailed overall 
planning for individual management units - ?.S.f.U.'s), and improved 
co-ordination of all phases of forest management and protection 
would greatly assist silvicultural and reforestation planning.
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Silviculture in Spruce-alpine fir Types in the North Central 
_______________ Interior of British Columbia,_______________

1,0 Introduction,

The economy of the north central interior region of British 
Columbia is highly dependent on the forest industry. Forests in the 
region have supported a dynamic sawrailling industry for over half a 
century, and the large remaining inventory of prime sav/log timber 
assures its continuing prosperity. In recent years pulp mills have 
been established to exploit the vast resource of pulpv/ood in the 
region, and to complement the sawmilling industry by utilizing its 
residues. V/ith two pulp mills in operation, one nearing completenn, 
and four mills in the final planning or early construction phases, 
the north central interior is destined to become one of the major 
pulp-producing regions of North America,

The forest resource of the north central interior is more or lees 
delineated by Porest Inventory Zone No. 4 (B.C. Dept, of Lands and 
Forests 1957). This Zone contains 25 per Cent of the Provincial 
inventory of usable sound wood in trees ten inches d.b.h, and over. 
'.Vithin Inventory Zone No. 4» 69,5 per Cent or 33*7 billion cubic 
feet, of usable sound wood occur in spruce types, which are dominated 
by western white spruce either in pure stands or in mixture with 
lodgepole pine, alpine fir, and/or hardwoods, .■ ’.N..

Pour forest sections as described by itowe (1959) occur in the 
north central interior, and are listed in order of importance:-

Subalpine Porest Region- Interior Subalpine Section (SA,2). 
Montane Porest Region- Montane Transition Section (M,4),



iiontane Forest Region- Horthern Aspen Section (li.3).
Columbia Forest Region- Northern Columbia Section (Cl.2).

The Interior Subalpine Section extends over approximately 75 
per Cent of the north ccntyQl interior, and contains most of the 
mature forests in the region. This section and adjacent fringes of 
the Montane Transition Section contain virtually all the volume of 
white ,spruce. With the exception of the extensive -utilisation' of ■
the vaat/resburcey^~'lodgepole~ pine" in the Montane Forest Region
(M.1+ and M.3 sections), the future of the forest industry -in-the- 

-n^rth ^°n + rn1 int.p>T»i njg. is dependent on the careful management of 
■forQ&t typeo in the Interior Subalpine Section.

Armit (1966) in a report on the silvics and silviculture of 
lodgepole p;inc in tho xiCi th central interior has provided an excellerr.' 
description of the Montane Transition Section (M.U), and has outlinea 
problems associated with the management of lodgepole pine types in 
this section.

The following report will describe conditions in the Interior 
Subalpine Section in the north central interior, and will outline 
major problems associated with the management of spruce types in 
the section. -Proposa-Ls—fer—a-neaearch-programme—in—3-p-ruce—typea- 
• wil] he—included. - v >--

2.0 Description of the Subalpine Forest.

2.1 General Distribution.

As previously outlined the subalpine forest occupies most of 
the north central interior (Figure I). These v/hite spruce-alpine 
fir forests occur on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains,
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PIG. I. Distribution of Subalpins forests in the North

Central Interior of brinish Coluinbia (.ifuer Rcoe 1939)

58 ii

Scale 1 inch = approx, 50 miles.



throughout the Omenica and Skeena Moxintains, and extend across the 
northern portions of the Interior Plateau.

South of latitude 54" N, suhalpine forests are replaced by montane 
forests on the Interior Plateau, and by Columbia forests at low 
elevations in mountain valleys. ' A narrow belt of subalpine forest 
extends along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and hao- boon— 
d A f t a ^ j :be < i - h y . ) a s  t.hp__ '

■ < ~tr,- L j ' ^
f :i. V,*.-*-/■'.//( A  ■iJn'fi'i- ' ■ . - - i . *  X d  j2.2 Landform's.

Subalpine forests in the north central interior extend over all 
or major portions of the following physiographic units as described 
by Holland (I964):-

Rocky Mountains - Muskwa, Hart, and Park Rangeo.-
Rocky Mountain Trench.
Columbia Mountains - Cariboo Mountains,
Omenica Moiintains - Sifton, Finlay, Swannell, and Hogem Ranges,
Skeena Mountains,
Hazelton Mountains - Nass and Bulkley Ranges,
Nass Basin,
Interior Plateau - Nechako, Fraser, and McGregor Plateax; Fraser

Basin; Nechako Plain; and '^uesnel Highlands,
Holland described the physical features and geology of each of 

these units, and provided excellent oblique aerial photographs which 
illustrate their various characteristics.

Mountain peaks vary between 6,000 and 10,000 feet in elevation, 
and the Interior Plateau ranges between 2,000 and 3,000 feet above 
sea level.



2.3 Geology,

The geology of much of the area occupied by subalpine forest has 
been described by Armstrong (1949) and Holland (1964).

The Rocky Mountains are comprised of various folded and faulted 
sedimentary rocks which have been deeply-cut by erosion. The Omenica 
and Skeena Mountains, and the Interior Plateau are formed from folded 
and faulted sedimentary rocks with extensive areas of flat-lying or 
gently-dipping lava flows. Foliated metaraorphic rocks are common in 
the Cariboo Mountains, and occur extensively in the Finlay Range of 
the Omenica Mountains,

2.4 Surface Deposits.

Pleistocene glaciatjuon deposited a thick mantle of drift over 
virtually all the region now occupied by subalpine forests, Armstrong 
(1949) noted that glacial till as much as 400 feet thick covers much 
of the Nechako Plain, and extends up the slopes of the Omenica Mountains 
to elevations of about 5,000 feet, Holland (1964) reported that the 
Rocky Mountains were covered to heights of 7,000 or 8,000 feet by 
continental ice. He stressed the major role played by recent alpine 
and mountain glaciers in the erosion and deposition of materials in 
and adjacent to these mountains.

The work of sheet ice is particularly obvious on the Interior 
Plateau where the landform is characterized by nearly-parallel, 
drumlin-like ridges with intervening depressions. Complex eskers near 
Carp Lake, south of Bednesti Lake, and in the Parsnip River valley 
are striking reminders of glacial action on the Interior Plateau,



Glacial till and outwash deposits dominate surface materials 
throughout the subalpine forest region. In the moun;^ains these deposits 
have been extensively modified by stream action, while on the Interior 
Plateau, due to lov/ stream gradients, the glacial drift has been 
subjected to only minor changes. Much of the drift at high elevations 
and on steep slopes in the mountains has been removed by erosion to 
expose bedrock. :

Lacustrine materials laid dov/n in a large glacial lake are of 
local importance in the Fraser Basin, and on part of the Nechako Plain 
(Kelly and Farstad 1946). Recent alluvial deposits are widespread 
in the Rocky Mountain Trench and in all major river valleys.

2.5 Soils.

The majority of soils in the subalpine forest region have grey- 
wooded profiles. Organic soils are widespread at high elevations, and 
in areas of concave topography or poor drainage (depressions between 
drumlin-like ridges) on the Interior Plateau. Lithosols and podzols 
are prevalent at high elevations and on steep slopes in the Mountainous 
regions of heavy precipitation. Alluvial soils occur extensnvely in 
all major valley bottoms.'I

Kelly and Farstad( (1946), and Farstad and Laird (1954) have 
provided excellent descriptions of soils developed ovea?- lacustrine 
and alluvial deposits adjacent to the Canadian National Railroad 
between Sinclair Mills and Terrace. There is however a serious lack 
of information concerning upland and mountain soils in the subalpine 
forest region, ' / .

Soils developed o-yer coarse-textured deposits (old beaches, 
glacial outwash, eskers, and alluvial terraces and fans) are normally
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excessively drained, and support lodgepole pine of varying productivity. 
Infrequently where adequate moisture is maintained in these soils 
(seepage, underlying impervious layers, or heavy summer precipitation) 
they support good stands of lodgepole pine, spruce, and/or alpine fir.

Soils developed over medium-textured deposits (glacial till or 
alluvial outwash) are generally mode rat ely-well to v/ell-drained and 
have an adequate moisture supply throughout the grov/ing season. These 
soils are usually occupied hy excellent stands of spruce.

Soils developed over fine-textured deposits vdth high clay contents 
(lacustrine, alluvial, and some glacial tills) are generally poorly-or 
imperfectly-drained, and the water table is near the surface. Although 
most of these soils support excellent growth of spruce and alpine fir, 
they present some of the most serious problems to Co-.'eai. iia.iageraent 
(extensive windthrov/ due to shallow rooting of trees, widspread frost 
heaving of germinants, serious brush competition to regeneration, 
poor accessibility, and high road constimLction and maintenance costs). 
Hardvroods (aspen, birch, and cottonwood) are common on these fine- 
textured soils.

Organic soils at high elevations are normally occupied by alpine 
fir and spruce stands of low productivity, and those at low elevations 
with restricted drainage are occupied by dense stands of black spruce 
which are presently non-commercial,

2,6 Climate,

The climate of the subalpine forest region in the north central 
interior is characterized by long, moderately-cold, winters with heavy 
snowfall; and by short, 'cool,, humid. sdmraersy rOYercast skies with

frequent snow flurries dominate winter conditions; and intermittent
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cloud, cover with periodic thunder storms typify summer weather patterns. 
Infrequent occurrences of dry, stable, air masses result in short
lived periods of hot dry weather during the summer, and intensely cold 
sunny-weather during the winter.

Annual precipitation ranges between 20 and 25 inches on the 
Interior Plateau v/ith 90 to 120 inches of snovrfall, and increase^ in 
the proximity of mountain ranges. At high elevations in the rapuntains 
annual precipitation exceeds 50 inches with 200 or more inches of 4 
snowfall. Snow cover persists for approximately six months at lov/ 
elevations and for up to eight months at high elevations. Adequate 
rainfall occurs during the grov;ing season with an average of 7*21 inches 
at Babine Lake (41 years) and 15.74 inches at Barkerville (30 years)
June to Sex''V.amber ihclusive).

Mean annual temperatures range between 3 3 P. a-nl 40“̂?., with 
mean January temperatures of between -4 3P, and 17'F.., and mean July 
temperatures of between 54'?. and 60 F. The frost free period is 
generally less than 50 days.

Lightning storms occur frequently during the summer, and strong 
winds prevail in March and September,

Abundant rainfall and heavy snov/fall distinguish the climate of 
the subalpine region from that of adjacent interior regions^;..' 'b--

Climatic data from selected D.O.T. weather stations are presented 
(Table I.)
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TABLE I. CLIIJATIG DATA PROM SELECTED WEATHER STATIONS IN THE SUBALPINE 
TOREST REGION OF THE NORTH GEl̂ TR/vL INTERIOR.

Station, Elev, Mean Temp, P. AbsoluteMean Precipitation (inches)!Period
(feet) Jan July Annual iExtremes 

Max Min Annual
Snow
fall

Grov/ing
Season*

of Record 
(yrs)

Barkerville, 4180 15 54 35 96 45.23 225.3 15.74 30
Pine Pass, 3060 6 56 34 88 -/uO 82.13 447.2 20.03 4
Aleza Lake, 2050 101 60 38 95 -54 37.04 144-.6 12.24 14
Sinclair Mills, 2150 17 60 40 ' 95 46.73 128,6 18.63 5
Babine Lake, 2360 8 56 35 94 -47 20.83 87.4 7.21 41
Germanson Ldg, 2450 2 57 33 90 -53 21,00 103.3 7.76 14

I
U)
I

* - June to September inclusive.
Source: B.G. Dept, of Agriculture, Gliraate of B.G. - 1966,
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2,7 Forest Site Types and Tree Productivity,

Five spruce-alpine fir site types have oeen described by 
Illingworth and Arlidge (i960) as follov/ in order of Productivity:-

Oplopanax
Disporura
Aralia-Dryopteris
Cornus-Moss

(
S qu^ s e tura/Sphagnum

(0 ) Devils Club,
(D) Fairybells,

(A-D) Sarsaparilla-Oakf em, 
(C-M) Bunchberry-moss,

Horsetail-Peat Moss.(S-S)
These site types are widely used in silvicultural practices in the 

subalpine forest, Gilmour and Konishi (19 6 5) for example related the 
mechanical aspects of exposing mineral soil (tractor scarification) 
with these site types, Arlidge (I9 6 7) iii a report on the durability 
of scarified seedbeds for spruce regeneraticn emphasised the strong 
relationship between site types and the degree of vegetative competition, 

Some differences between the major site types follow;-

Factor, Site Type, 
1 0}_____ (D) (A-D) (C-M)

e

Soil Moisture,
Stocking (No of trees/ac).
Height and diameter of trees.
Volumes per acre,
Alpine fir understory 
(advanced regeneration).
Density, vigour, and height 
of brush.
Occurrence of hardwood species. 
Occurrence of lodgepole pine. 
Incidence of windthrov/.

--------decreasing
--------increasing
--------decreasing
--------decreasing
--------increasing

-decreasing-------------

■decreasing -------------
------increasing-

-decreasing -------------



2,8 Stand Condition.

With few exceptions natural spruce-alpine fir stands originate 
after extensive forest fires. Aspen, birch, willow, and/or lodgepole 
pine usually pioneer these burned areas, and well-stocked, even-aged 
irmnature stands of spruce develop under their cover. These pioneer 
species degenerate at an early age, and are over-topped by pure even- 
aged, thrifty-mature spruce stands. A complete understory of alpine- 
fir and to a lesser extent spruce commonly develops as these stands 
reach maturity.

’When these even-aged stands become overmature, openings in the 
canopy caused primarily by windthrow and insect attack allow accelerated 
development of this understory. Stands evolve through aai uneven^-to 
a nearly all-aged structure with a progressive increase in alpine fir 
content* Windfall, snags, dense underbrush, open-stocking, and a 
high decay factor are prevalent in these overmature spruce-alpine fir 
stands, which were fully described by Fraser and Alexander (1949)•

Spruce-alpine fir stands in the north central -intorio-r are 
-largely overmature or decadent. In the mountainous regions of heavy 
precipitation, and on wet soil types in other localities these over
mature conditions prevail. On the Interior Plateau hovvever where 
annual precipitation is generally less than 25 inches an active fire 
history has resulted in extensive stands of immature and thrifty 
mature even-aged spruce (Table 2).



TABLE No. 2, DIFPEREl'̂ GES IN STAl'lD G01.iP0SITI0N BETWEEl'j iiliEAS OF HEii-VY PREGIPITATION 
IN MOUNTAINOUS REGIONS, .'ÛlD AREAS OF MODEliATE PREGIPITATION ON THE

INTERIOR PLATEAU.

Public Sustained 
Yield Unit,

Ratio of Mature to 
Immature Forest Area.

Ratio of Spruce to 
Alpine Fir Volumes* in 

Mature Forests.
Areas of Heavy Precipitation and Snowfall,

Bowfon, 3.2:1 3.5:1Big Valley, 4.5:1 4.2:1
Parsnip, 13.8:1 1.5:1Purden. 4.1:1 5.1:1
Weighted Mean, 10.3:1 2.3:1

Areas of Moderate Precipitation and Snowfall,
Grooked, 1.1:1 11.4:1
Carp, 0.6:1 10.2:1
Stuart, 0,5:1 9.1:1
Weighted Mean, 0.6:1 10.1:1

HK)

Basis: Recent Unit Surveys, Surveys and Inventory Division,
* net merchantable volumes 11.1 inch d.b.h. and over to intermediate utilization 

standards, except Parsnip P.S.Y.U. 7*1 inch d.b.h. and over to close utilization 
standards.
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2.9 Conditions after Clearcut Logging During the 'Vinter.

2 .9 1 Residual Trees, Snags, and Foies*

Non-merchantable alpine fir, birch, and aspen trees -f^.l-inches- 
-d.b.-h. and-ove-r-), snags, and diseased or damaged alpine fir poles 
•(3*d.'to-7»0~-in&has--4»'bThv-) prevail on most areas where overmature, 
uneven-aged spruce-alpine fir stands have been '•clearcut". These stems, 
frequently exceeding 25 trees and 50 poles per acre,-occupy valuable 
growing space; constitute an undesirable coniferous seed source; 
are a fire, insect, and disease hazard; and often present a physical 
obstacle to site preparation, Arlidge (1967) noted the aggressive 
regeneration of birch on scarified seedbeds, and suggested that 
felling of residual birch trees would rebv.Cc coiapet.ltion to spruce 
seedlings. Under many conditions felling of snags and green residual 
trees may be prerequisite to safe and effective controlled burning,

2.92 Slash, and Diseased or Damaged Advanced Regeneration,
t—

Moderate to dense slash occurs on most high and moderate sites, 
and is aggravated by overmature stand conditions v/hich increase the 
incidence of snags, -windfall and culled trees. These slash conditions 
frequently constitute high fire and/or insect hazards which can no 
longer be tolerated. Slash also presents a serious -physical obstacle 
to planting, and its removal or re-distribution is prerequisite to 
satisfactory regeneration. On many low-sites where overmature stands 
have been clearcut dense stocking of diseased or damaged alpine fir ; 
(up to 3 .0 inches d.b.h,) impedes spruce regeneration, and adds to 
slash hazards. Advanced regeneration of western hemlock presents a 
similar problem in the transition zone betv/een subalpine and colximbia
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forest (Monionan, Purden, Bowron, Longwortii, Robson and Canoe P. S. Y.U's;.

2.93 Brush Competition.

Dense brush (mainly Rubus narvifloras. pubus- idaeus. and 
Lonicera involucrata) occupies all high and medium sites shortly 
after logging, and precludes satisfactory regeneration without site 
preparation. Trials of planting on high sites without site preparation 
have,met with gr»a-s failure due to severe brush competition. Even/I
when scarification has been undertaken, mineral soil is rapidly 
invaded by brush on high sites. Arlidge (1967) in a study of the 
durability of scarified seedbeds recommended immediate planting after 
site preparation on high sites, and suggested that natural regeneration 
might be achieved on medium sites where exposure of mineral soil was 
closely timed with seed crops.

2.94 Duff and Humus Layers,

Duff and humus layers ranging betv/een 2 and 10 inches in depth 
occur on all spruce-alpine fir sites, and prevent prompt regeneration 
of white spruce \inder virtually all conditions. These layers, which 
include the roots of brush species, must be removed or disturbed to 
expose receptive seedbed conditions and to retard brush growth.
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3*0 Review of Harvesting and Silvicultural Practices in Spruce-
Alpine Fir Types.

3,1 Selective Logging with Horses,

The completion of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad (now Canadian 
National Railroad) to Prince George in 1914 provided an outlet for 
forest products from the north central interior. Sawmills located 
adjacent to this railroad between Tete Jaune and Prince George have 
exported a steadily increasing volume of spruce lumber after 1916,

Earliest methods used horses to skid logs to nearby mills, or 
to the Fraser River where they were floated to mills for sawing. As 
skidding distances increased trucks were introduced to haul logs over 
plank roads during ' uc suiniier, or over ’’frozen-down" winter roads.

Gutting during this period involved the selection of the best 
dominant and co-dominant spruce stems from stands which were generally 
un-even aged. These stands contained a more-or-less complete \inder- 
story of alpine fir and spruce seedlings, poles, and small trees.

The use of horses necessitated bucking into short logs at the 
stump, and skidding with "least resistance" (often during the summer) 
to small landings. This cutting v/as highly selective, generally 
left large numbers of good spruce and virtually all alpine fir trees, 
and seldom caused significant damage to the tree, pole, dr regeneration 
layers. The structure of the majority of stands logged in this 
manner was only slightly affected by the light selection cut, and 
spruce commonly regenerated on skid trails and landings ?/here humus 
layers were disturbed. V/indthrow was negligible under these 
harvesting methods.
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It is generally agreed that horse logging t(3) high diameter 
limits in spruce-alpine fir types did little or no damage to the 
remaining trees, poles, and regeneration, and that residual stands

satisfactory (McKinnon 1940, Pogue 1949, Fraser and Alexander 1949, 
Stokes and G-lev/ 1955).  ̂ -......... a?.,

3.2 Selective Logging with Large Crawler Tractors.

Vvith the introduction and rapid increase in the size and horse 
power of crav/ler tractors tree-length skidding became both feasible 
and economically desirable. Arch-trucks could haul tree-length material 
for many miles on low-cost winter roads, and loading and unloading 
operations were eliminated.

Tree-length skidding hov/ever rausxd a li-t;i:;ic increase in damage 
to reserved growing stock in the spruce-alpine fir types* Roots and 
boles of many trees were de-barked or gouged, and the pole and advanced 
regeneration layers were severely damaged. Higher diameter limits and 
tree marking were introduced in an attempt to retain a more vigorous 
residual stand.

The silviciiltural problems associated with tree-length skidding 
during selection cuts were reported by Fraser (1948), de Grace (19^), 
and Glev/ (1962). These authors stressed widespread logging damage to 
the residual stems. Parker (1958) investigated the extent and 
pathological significance of this logging damage. He concluded that 
all large, and root and ground contact scars were almost certain to 
become infected within fifteen years. ' t ‘ i ■< rtf'' ' •

. I /V t ■' y' ■ . -f' ,! 4 ; 1 i r^



o By the raid 1950*s it was generally concluded that the silvicultural 
objectives of selection raanageiaent were not being attained, and that 
selection cutting v/as incompatible with modern logging methods*

3*3 Clearcutting.

The objectives of cldarcutting are to remove all merchantable 
timber volumes, and to obtain prompt and full regeneration of desirable 
tree species* Initially it was hoped that much of the advanced 
regeneration would not be damaged during v/inter clearcutting operations, 
and that it would release to form part of the next crop. As this 
advanced regeneration was mainly alpine fir, small seed blocks were 
reserved throughout clearcut areas in an attempt to obtain more 
regeneration of white spruce*

These early attempts to secure natural regeneration were 
generally unsatisfactory and were quickly abandoned. The advanced 
regeneration incurred severe logging damage, and small seed blocks 
were generally windthrown shortly after logging. Seedbed conditions 
in the clearcuts were found to be unreceptive to the germination and 
establishment of spruce, since winter logging caused virtually no 
disturbance of the forest floor.

Experience soon discounted any reliance on advanced regeneration 
as a major component of the new crop, and two fundamental problems 
required early solution.

-modification of cutting patterns to provide more v/indfirm 
seed sources which could be economically harvested once 
regeneration was achieved on the clearcuts.

-preparation of seedbed conditions receptive to the 
germination and establishment of white spruce.



The alternate strip cutting system was introduced to provide
a solution to the first of these problems. Approximately half of the
timber v/as removed in long, narrov/, clearcuts, and the remainder was 
retained as a seed source. The size, location, and orientation of 
strips were designed to facilitate timber extraction, to provide for 
seed dispersal over the clearcuts, and to minimize exposure of 
reserved strips to v/ind damage.

Original plans to delay the harvest of reserved strips until nevt 
stands on the original cut strips could provide seed for their natural 
regeneration were short-lived (Glew 1963). Insidious v;ind damage 
to reserved timber strips, frequently aggravated by bark beetle 
attack, soon dictated their removal in the shortest possible time,
A third probletr, 'reg-eneration of the reserved strips upon their

j O  harvest-, was thereby created (Glev/ 1963).
V, Studies to determine practical methods of seedbed preparation 

were initiated in the early 1950*s. Among the many researchers who 
had investigated seedbed conditions receptive to the establishment 
of white spruce, Barr (1930), Griffith (1931), and Smith (1955), 
concluded that mineral soil seedbeds were essential to the prompt 
regeneration of this species.

Trials to determine economical methods of creating receptive 
seedbed conditions were initiated in the Kamloops Forest District 
at Boleen Lake in 1951 and at Sock Lake in 1953. Various treatments 
involving the use of fire and crawler tractors equiped with brush 
blades were studied. From these trials, Clark et al (1954) concluded 
that the use of a crav;ler tractor and brush blade provided adequate 
distribution of receptive seedbeds at a reasonable cost.
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Scarification trials v;ere conducted in the Prince George Forest 
District between 1956 and 1959« Various types of equipment were 
tested, and the technique of tractor scarification prior to logging 
(pre-scarification) was explored. Decie and Fraser (I960) concluded 
from these trials that crawler tractors equiped v/ith bulldozing- 
or brush-blades were superior to other types of equipment (Rome Disc 
Plough, Swedish Cultivator, Imsett Plough, etc.). They also outlined 
provisional standards for the distribution and amount of seedbed 
preparation. In their report Decie and Fraser included suggestions 
for assessing scarification, and recommended that 65 per Gent of 
1 mil-acre plots should contain one square foot or more of mineral 
soil. Their studies also demonstrated that pre-scarification was 
effective in exposing mineral soil .mder certain stand conditions.

By the late 1950's the results of these scarification trials 
were applied on an operational basis. Since that time machinery and 
methods have been modified to meet various stand conditions (Gilmour 
and Konishi 1965). The principle of even-aged management, and the 
technique of alternate strip cutting with post- and pre-scarification 
are now generally accepted for the treatment of spruce-alpine fir 
types.

Although a general solution to spruce regeneration has been 
achieved, many problems remain unsolved, Gilmour and Konishi (1965) 
who evaluated the scarification programme in the Prince George 
Forest District outlined many of these problems, and concluded that 
natural regeneration techniques must be augmented by increased 
planting and seeding programmes. These problems will be discussed 
later in this report.

Logging methods in spruce-alpine fir types have remained
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relatively unchanged for the last several decades. Rubbef-tired 
skidders afe used under some conditions, but the practice of tree- 
length skidding with large crav:ler tractors during the winter months 
still prevails. Increased hauling distances have necessitated the 
use of trucks and trailers in place of arch-trucks, and this change 
has been facilitated by the use of highly-mobile, rubber-tired 
loaders. Road standards have generally improved with the construction 
of an increasing net work of all-weather roads.

High-lead logging and falling with tree shears have been tested 
in recent years, and may provide solutions to logging on steep, 
rocky terrain, and to lowering of stump height.

3.4 Annual Cut of Spruce and Alpine Fir.

The annual cut of spruce and alpine fir in the north central 
interior has more than doubled in the last decade, with 184.9 million 
cubic feet of these species cut in the Prince George and Prince Rupert 
(Interior only) Porest Districts in 1966 (Table 3). Approximately 75 
per Gent of this cut occurs in the Prince George Forest District, and 
nearly 90 per Cent is spruce. An estimated 74,000 acres were clearcut 
in spruce-alpine fir types in 1966 (+60,000 ac. in Prince George F.D., 
+14,000 ac. in Prince Rupert -interior- Forest District).

By 1975 the annual cut of spruce and alpine fir is expected to 
exceed 300 million cubic feet. Planned developments in the Finlay 
Forest alone could increase the annual cut by 100 million cubic feet 
which would be predominantly spruce.
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ANNUAL CUT OF SPRUCE AlTD ALPINE FIR IN THE NORTH GEiiTliAL INTERIOR OF 
BRITISH GOLUlvlBIA. AND BSTIMilTE OP /LREA GLEilRCUT IN SPRUCE-ALPINE FIR TYPES.

Spruce, 1 Alpine fir. I Spruce and Alpine fir.
Volume Per Cent of 
(cu. ft) Total Cut^

79,545,506 54.5
84,035,646 55.6

111.882.415 60,2

111,255,070 56.7
116,192,484 60,0
130,199,205 61.5
147,991,516 57.6
166,359,947 60.7
166.035.415 59.3
165,855,608 56.1

Volume 
(cu. ft)

Per Cent of 
Total Gut

Volume 
(cu. ft)

Per Gent of 
Total Cut

Bat, area 
Clearcut in 
Spruce-alpine 
types (ac.)

5,987,533
7,241,786
8,160,979
9,186,726
9,706,251
9,862,460

11,912,222
12,930,734
13,415,910
19,013,253

4.6 
4.8
4.3
4.7
5.0
4.6
4.6
4.7
4.8
6.4

85,533,039
9 1,2 77,4 32

12 0,0 4 3,39 4

1 2 0,4 4 1,79 6

125,898,735
140,061,665

1 5 9,9 0 3,738

1 7 9,290,681

1 7 9,4 5 1 ,3 2 5

184,868,861

59.1
60.4
64.5
61.4
6 5.0

66.1 
6 2 .2

65.4 
64.1
62.5

50.000

56.000

64.000

72.000

72.000

74.000

roH

Forest Service Ivnnual Reports. Annual Cut for Prince George and interior of Prince
Rupert Forest Districts,

^Total Gut all Species.
2^ - no estimate prior to I96I; confounded, by :'v3lection cutting.



4*0 Major Problems in Spruce-alpine fir Types,

4,1 General Problems,

The basic and almost singular objective of silviculture in 
Spruce-alpine fir types is to obtain satisfactory regeneration on a 
maximum number of acres. It appears futile to list the vast acreage 
of idle but potentially-productive lands which have been denuded in 
the past by logging and wild fires. The extent of H.S.R. lands in 
spruce-alpine fir types can be estimated by examination of a report 
on a regeneration survey of the Crooked River Public V/orking Circle 
(Surveys and inventory-Diviaion i960).

Approximately 83,000 acres of productive spruce-alpine fir forest 
cover are being removed each year in the north central interior; 
+75,000 acfes by clearcut logging, and an estimated average of +10,000 
acres by forest fires - mature and immature forest area only. This 
annual depletion is expected to exceed 100,000 acres by 1975,

Regeneration programmes must be gPo&e3ry expanded to minimize 
further accuimilation of N.S.R. area. Existing natural regeneration 
techniques must be modified, and new approaches must be developed.
In the near future nursery facilities v/ill be capable of producing 
approximately 10 million spruce seedlings for planting each year in 
the north central interior. This capacity to plant- some 25,000 
acres annuallji offers a solution to the regeneration of high site 
areas. The high chance of failure associated with treatment of these 
sites to obtain natural regeneration can now be replaced by an almost 
certain chance of success expected from planting. Broadcast burning, 
direct seeding, and container planting techniques are now being 
explored, and will offer further alternatives.



4.2 Improved Land Classification.

Logical silviciiltural discussions require;- 
-adequate knowledge of the effects of soil, site, landform, 
and stand condition on the success or failure of various 
regeneration methods.

-classification and mapping of these various conditions into 
economical treatment units.

-selection of the best regeneration method for treatment of 
each unit.
-formulation of practical harvesting plans and site preparation 
measures compatible with the selected regeneration method for 
each unit.

The classification and mapping of **Regcncration Chalice", and 
the selection of the best method to achieve regeneration under the 
various conditions is one of the fundaiTiental silvicultural problems 
in spruce-alpine fir types.

At present silvicultural decisions rely heavily on relatively 
subjective reports STiimitted by cruisers, and on cursory pre
examinations usually by management foresters. Any major improvement 
of silvicultural practice will require more detailed mapping of
environmental factors, a A' ,?r>.-/

, Forest land classification from aerial photographs to include/v *
ratings of Site Quality, Trafficability, 7/indthrow Hazard, Brush 
Invasion Potential, etc., appears to offer additional basis for 
silvicultural prescriptions, and would also facilitate long range 
planning in large forest units (P.S.Y.U's, T.F.L’s, etc.).
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Studies to date (Spilsbury et al. 1965, and Sproat et al, 1966) 
have indicated the potential use of aerial photographs for assessing
forest land.

f.V/,’;  ̂. ?,-V ......
, aiappihg of economical treatment units (grouping of similar land

units) is a major problem. Any square mile of forest land is a 
mosaic of soil, site, and landform conditions, each ideally requiring 
different silvicultural treatment. Precription of a different 
silvicultural treatment for each of these conditions, dispersed in 
small areas throughout a single timber sale, woxild create administrative 
chaos, even if it were practical from a treatment viewpoint. On the 
other hand a single silvicultural prescription for the entire timber 
sale usually results in a large proportion of the area (often the 
best sites) ejth^r left 'intreated, or unsuccessfully treated. This 
has been one of the major limiting factors to the success of scarificatic 
where usually only 25 to 50 per Cent of the total area of most timber 
s^es can be treated. V/hat must be done with the remaining area 
which is normally dispersed in uneconomical treatment units throughout 
the sale?

The prescription of any silvicultural treatment should not be 
made unless it will be effective on at least 75 per Gent of the 
designated area.

4.3 Site Preparation Generally Required on Logged Areas.

Site preparation is prerequisite to satisfactory natural or 
artificial regeneration on virtually all areas logged in spruce- 
alpine fir types in the north central interior. The general need 
for site preparation has been outlined previously (2.3 and 2.9), and 
assumes that:-
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-regeneration must be achieved v/ithin ten years after logging, 
-white spruce must be a major component of the next crop,
-advanced regeneration (mainly alpine fir) can at best only 
supplement new spruce regeneration.

-fire, insect, and disease hazards must be abated.
Site preparation must include the abatement of slash hazards, 

and requirements vary with site, stand condition, utilization 
standards, and silvicultural objectives (natural regeneration, direct 
seeding, or planting).

4«4 Disposal of Residual Trees, Poles, and Snags,

ITon-merchantable trees, poles, and snags prevail in most areas 
where overmature spruce-alpine fir stflnds havs been "clearcut",
:jbhese residual stems are mainly alpine fir or hardwoods (birch, aspen, 
and/or cottonwood), and the reasons for their removal have been 
outlined (2,91). The problem of their removal is basically one of 
economics, and varies widely with stand conditions, and to a large 
extent with utilization practices.

The following clause is now included in most timber sale contracts 
in the Interior of the Prince Rupert Porest District;

"All live trees and snags ten feet and over in height 
not otherwise required to be felled shall be felled 
by the licensee at his own expense v/ithin areas 
designated for cutting under the. terms.o£ the.contract". 

Trees and snags are either hand felled, or pulled down by a 2 
inch cable dragged between tv/o tractors. Costs of hand felling range 
between ^10.00 and CIS,00 per acre, and costs of cable treatment 
range between -i?5,00 and C12.00 per acre. An average cost of ()12.00



per acre is presently allowed in timber sale appraisals v;here the 
licensee is required to fell residual stems at his own expense.

The benefits of felling residual stems should be carefully 
v/eighed against the cost of treatment on each timber sale. The 
expected average cost of l+Op per C.c.f. appears to be an_undue 
proportion of the monies which can be logically allocated to forestry 
operations unless substantial gains are achieved.

4 .5  Improved Prediction of Seed Crops,

Seed collection, and site preparation for natural regeneration 
should be undertaken where possible during years of heavy seed 
production. Seed crops on white spruce vary widely in quantity and 
quality between years, stands, trees, and climatic regions. Factors 
affecting the production of seed by forest trees were stiraraarized 
by Matthews (1963)•

V/aldron (I965) who studied cone production and seed fall in a 
mature white spruce stand in Manitoba from 1954 to I963 reported 
that:-

’’-dominant and co-dominant trees produced heavier and more 
frequent cone crops than intermediate and suppressed trees, 
-over the ten year period heavy seed crops occurred only once 
(i960), moderate seed crops four times (19 54, 1 9 5 5, 1 9 6 1, and 
1962), light crops twice (1956 and 19 5 9), and nil crops three 
times (1 9 5 7, 1958, and I963)."

It is noteworthy that the heavy crop of i960 was immediately 
followed by two moderate crops (1961 and 1962).

A record of cone production on mature white spruce trees was 
also maintained in the north central interior between 1954 and I96I
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(Prochnau, E.P. 460). During the period heavy cone crops occurred 
twice (195° and 1959), moderate crops once (1961), and light or nil 
crops five times (1954, 1955, 1958, and I960), Heavy and moderate 
crops occurred simultaneously on all sample stands, hut in other 
years considerable variation between localities was observed 
(Table No, 4).

There is reason to suspect that the frequency, year, and quantity 
of cone production, and the quality of seed may be related to climatic 
zones. In 1964 an exceptionally heavy cone crop occurred in north
eastern B.C. (Peace River iirea), while light or nil crops occurred 
west of the Rocky Moiintains in north central B.C. In 1967 a 
generally heavy spruce cone crop occurred north of latitude 55̂ ' 30' 
in the Rocky Mcuxk-.aj.n Trench and in the vicinity of Stuart Lake, 
while only sporadic light crops occurred elsewhere in the Prince 
George Forest District. Improved knov/ledge of the periodicity of 
cone crops, and of the factors which influence cone production would 
enable more accurate prediction of seed years, and would assist in 
the development of techniques to stimxilate seed production.

Studies have indicated that reproductive and vegetati.ve buds 
on white spruce can be distinguished in September of the year 
preceeding the cone crop (Fraser 1962, Eis I9 6 7), Eis listed the 
many factors which can damage developing buds, cones, and seeds, 
but suggested that once reproductive buds have been formed a complete 
seed failure is improbable. Further study to correlate reproductive 
potential with actual seed crop could provide valuable knowledge 
of reproductive patterns in white spruce and enable better planning 
for seed collection and site preparation.



TABLE No. 4«

GONE PRODUCTION ON DOLaNAl^T A'TD CO-DOMINANT UKITE 
SPRUCE TREES ET THE NORTH CExTTpjuL INTERIOR 1954 to 196l<

Location. Average nxirnber of cones on the south side of ten sample 
_________________ trees per location.___________________

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961
Prince George, 0 29 491 240 4 860 0 57
Quesnel, 0 4 56 67 25 708 0 151
Aleza Lake, 26 lu5 4op 26 0 711 2 314
Vanderhoof, 0 66 900 52 8 455 0 319
Port St, James, 1 3 679 4 16 593 0 200
Germansen Ldg, - - 593 15 5 1183 - -
Bums Lake. - 5 850 0 0 694 0 136
Pendleton Bay, - - 1251 203 0 449 0 228
Smithers, - 101 948 1 55 528 0 189
Summit Lal:e, 0 2 ,’936 0 0 2415 0 274
Windy Point, - - 295 3 q 396 0 374
Chetwynd, - - - ■ - 0 246 0 124
Port Nelson, , - - - - 0 253 0 48

- No record maintained.



4.6 Seed Collection Zones.

Largo quantities of seed will be required for the expanding 
artificial regeneration programme in the north central interior. 
Approximately 80 pounds of spruce seed are required to produce 10 
million seedlings in the nursery. Collections must be made during 
each heavy cone-.crop, and must be organized to provide appropriate 
seed origins for planting over the subsequent five-year-period 
(approximate interval betv/een good seed crops.

Studo' of the genetic variation of white spruce in the north 
central' interior is essential to the establishment of v/ell-defined 
provenance zones. The work of Roche (Research Reviews: 1964, 1965, 
and 1966) has provide'information on the gross variation within the 
genus FICEA in British Columbia, and further studies lea^A.ng to the 
genetic improvement of spruce are planned.

Proposed interim seed collection zones based on limited 
climatic data are presented (Figure No, 2), Standard seed collections 
similar to those used b̂ -̂ Illingworth (E.P. 657) should be made in 
each of the proposed zones, and reciprocal provenance plantations 
should be established as soon as possible. Careful stud̂ '- of the 
development of these seed origins in the nursery, and for ten years 
following their establishment in plantations will provide data for 
the logical refinement of Seed Transfer Rules.
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4.7 Natural Regeneration on Logged Areas,

4 .7 1  Summer Logging on Low Sites,.

Crawler tractors and rubber-tired skidders can operate efficiently 
during the summer on extensive areas of low site in spruce-alpine 
fir types. Tradition and the lack of all-weather haxil roads have 
generally prevented widespread sximmer logging.

On low sites where organic layers are thin, and brush competition 
and windthrow hazards are minimal, skidding during the summer in 
combination with the retention of standing seed sources (small clear
cuts, alternate strip cutting or seed blocks) may result in a high 
chance of successful natural regeneration, Lodgepole pine trees 
frequently occur in spruce- alpine -ir stands on v/ell-drained soils, 
and seed from serrotinous pine cones can be expected to augment 
that dispersed from standing seed sources.

Where a slash hazard is expected full-tree skidding and 
burning of tops and debris at landings may prevent the necessity 
of broadcast burning. Timber co\ild either be decked on landings to 
await winter hauling, or all-weather roads could be constructed to 
allow summer hauling.

The need to capitalize on every opportunity to obtain regeneration 
at little or no direct expense dictates close attention to the use 
of summer logging as a means of site preparation for natural 
regeneration.



4.72 Scarification on Medium and Low Sites.

Tractor scarification is a successful method of creating 
seedbeds receptive to the germination and establishment of white 
spruce under various site, soil, and landform conditions (Gilmour 
and Konishi 1965, and Arlidge I9 6 7). Failure to obtain natural 
regeneration on scarified mineral soil seedbeds has generally been 
related to;-

-severe brush and grass competition on high sites.
-loss of seed source prior to seedfall due mainly to 
intolerable v/ind damage.

-loss of seedbed receptivity due to the interval between 
scarification and seedfall.

It is generally accepted that high citsz shculd be planted 
promptly after scarification or other site preparation measures, 
and related problems will be discussed in a further section of this 
report.

Although environmental factors (drought, flooding, frost-heaving, 
rodent depredation, vegetative competition, etc.) cause heavy seed 
and seedling losses on medium and low sites, it is doubtful that 
they caijse complete failure of natural regeneration where a moderate 
or heavy seed crop has been disseminated on recently scarified 
seedbeds (up to three years prior to seedfall), VYaldron (I965) 
recorded seedfalls of over 600,000 soiind seeds per acre daring 
moderate seed crops, and over 3,000,000 sound seeds per acre during 
a heavy seed crop in a mature white spruce stand in Manitoba. 
Production of similar quantities of sound seed is expected in white 
spruce stands in the north central interior. These vast numbers 
of seeds dispersed on a wide range of receptive micro-sites appear



to provide ample surplus seed to offset the highest mortality expected 
on medium and low sites.

V/here good coverage of pre- and post-scarification can he obtained 
(65 per Cent or more distribution of mineral soil seedbed on over 
75 per Cent of the gross area treated), and where reasonably wind- 
firm seed sources can be reserved, successful natural regeneration 
can be achieved. As all scarification cannot be timed to moderate 
or heavy seed crops, minor failures and light wind damage to reserved 
timber must be considered an inherent part of natural regeneration. 
'.Vhere failures occur artificial regeneration must be xindertaken to 
protect prior investment in site preparation, and to prevent H.a.R. 
area.

Pre-'scarification is highly effective in preparing racep-xve 
seedbeds under some forest stands, and can be xindertaken more readily 
than post-scarification during wet sximmers (Gilraour and Konishi 
19 6 5). The incidence of damage to seedlings established on pre
scarified area during subsequent winter logging has not as yet been 
evaluated, and should be investigated in the near future. Light 
slash cover may provide ideal shade and moisture conditions for 
seedlings on scarified areas once the stand has been logged. On the 
other hand moderate or heavy slash may inhibit their development, 
and constitute a fire and insect hazard. Full-tree skidding and 
burning of tops and debris at landings may be necessary under these 
conditions.

Significant wind damage to reserved seed sources usually preceeds 
loss of receptive seedbed created by scarification on medium and 
low sites, and is one of the most critical problems associated with 
natural regeneration systems on these sites. Pre—scarification, which



disturbs the root systems of trees, is suspected to increase v;ind- 
throw, and where possible should be closely timed to good seed crops. 
Immediate removal of reserved stands after an adequate seedfall 
would reduce v/ind dauiage, and would prevent the chance of logging 
damage to seedlings established on pre-scarified area. In other 
words is it necessary to retain seed sources \antil seedlings are 
established, where 500,000 or more soiind seeds per acre have been 
disseminated on receptive seedbeds during a moderate or heavy seed 
crop?

.rt.rlidge (I9 6 7) reported that scarified seedbeds v/ith a rough 
surface had more established seedlings than smooth seedbeds, and that 
even the slight roughening made by tractor tracks improved the 
seedling catch. He i'̂ 'dicatê  that "harrowing" of the exposed mineral 
soil to produce a rough seedbed is an important aspect of site 
preparation. Scarification with bulldozing blades frequently creates 
smooth seedbeds with little or no micro-shade. On heavier-textured, 
stone-free soils these smooth seedbeds are often compacted and are 
subject to baking, as a general observation it appears that these 
seedbeds are highly alien to the gerrainaoion and survival of spruce 
until they are pioneered by mosses v/hich often takes three or more 
years, Generally improved seedbed conditions are anticipated if 
scarification equipment can be modified to create a rough surface 
with a wider range of micro-sites. Por example during a wet suran:er 
following seedfall elevated micro-sites may be desirable, while 
during a dry s-ummer low-lying, shaded micro-sites may be necessary. 
The chance of successful establishment of seedlings would be greatly 
increased if both micro-site conditions were well-distributed on 
scarified areas.
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4«73 Controlled Burning,

A significant acreage of low and medium sites cannot (or will 
not) be s\imraer logged or scarified. Under these conditions 
alternative site preparation measures will generally be required to 
ensure prompt regeneration. Many of these low and medium sites may 
be broadcast burned to abate slash hazards.

Broadcast burning will create ideal planting conditions by 
removing slash and debris, and by reducing duff and humus layers on 
these low and medium sites. However, if the planting programme is 
directed at high and medium sites, a considerable acreage of low 
site which has been burned may not be planted due to limitations of 
planting stock, labour supply, time, and access.

Place (1 9 5 5) and Rowe (1955) b''':-'’’ fns^rvec. that "severe" fires 
during the late summer generally provided seedbed conditions 
receptive to the germination and establishment of white spruce- 
where v/ell-drained soils were overlain by relatively thin orgahic 
layers. Early experience v/ith controlled burning in the north 
central interior confirms their observations, andaagood distribution 
of mineral soil seedbeds can be expected where "hot" burns have 
occurred on low and medium sites (glacial till and outwash deposits 
of coarse or medium texture). Mineral soil seedbeds usually occur 
where large fuels have burned on or near to the ground. These partly- 
burned fuels and fireweed usually provide beneficial shade for 
the germination and establishment of white spruce and/or lodgepole 
pine.

The follov/ing points require solution:-
-is controlled burning in late.summer or early autumn generally 
effective in exposing mineral soil seedbeds on low sites?
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P -how long will these seedbeds remain receptive to the germination 
and establishment of white spruce.
-will marginal seed sources provide effective seed dispersal 
over 40 acres clearcut areas (minimum effective burning unit 
as defined by Prince George Forest District Slash Disposal 
Officer)?

4 .8  Artificial Regeneration.

4.81 Planting on High Sites.

By 1975 approximately 10 million white spruce seedlings will 
be planted annually on some 2 5,000 acres in the north central 
interior (Prince George and Prince Rupert Forest Districts), A 
major proportion of this planting must be undertaken Oii high-siLc 
lands which are usually occupied by dense brush immediately after 
logging.

Preparation of these high sites for planting will be a major 
cost of the reforestation programme. Successful broadcast burning 
will abate slash hazards, and will facilitate planting of the 
"entire acre". Tractor scarification, v/here feasible, may be more 
successful in reducing early brush competition, but will restrict 
planting coverage. The cost of site preparation by tractor is 
expected to average ^20»00 per acre, or 6.7^ per seedling on these 
high sites. This cost assumes that increased coverage and a more 
regular pattern of scarification are fundamental to the effective 
planting of 300 seedlings per acre. The equivalent expenditure of 
.;)20.00 per acre to obtain a good broadcast b u m  would result in a 
site preparation cost of only 4*7̂  ̂per seedling, (430 seedlings can 
be planted per acre - 10’ by 10’ spacing). The expected lov/er per
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seedling cost of controlled burning and other benefits (hazard 
abatement, expected lower direct per seedling planting costs, more 
complete utilization of site, etc.) dictate strong emphasis on the 
development of safe and effective burning practices for preparation 
of high site areas for planting. Burning of high site areas is 
also advisable since a large proportion of the available crawler, 
tractors v/ill be rquired for preparation of medium and low sites for 
natural regeneration. More widespread summer logging and increased 
use of rubber tired skidders in place of crawler tractors may 
substantiall.y reduce the availability of tractors for site preparation. 

Dense brush will invade high site areas shortly after site 
preparation, and is expected to present serious competition to 
planted seedlings, Experimental broadcast burning on a high sits 
near McLeod Lake during the summer of 1967 indicated that burning 
cannot be expected to suppress brush for more than one year, and 
that under some site and burning conditions may stimulate vegetative 
competition. It is highly unlikely that the favourable resxilts 
achieved to date when planting 2+0 spruce seedlings on medium and 
low sites which have been severely burned by forest fires can be 
expected when planting on high sites which have been burned during 
periods of moderate or low hazard (controlled burns). Since a large 
proportion of planting will be iindertaken on high sites, studies 
must be initiated to determine a desirable age class and size of 
spruce seedling which will compete successfully with brush. Development 
of successful fertilizer or hormone root dii-s which would stimulate 
the normally slow initial growth of white spruce seedlings v/ould 
also minimize the effects of brush competition.
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4*82 Limitations of Time and Labour.

i'OLthough planting of lodgepole pine and Douglas fir can usually 
begin by mid-April in the north central interior, full-scale planting 
of v/hite spruce in the Subalpine Forest Region is delayed by snow- 
cover or poor access until mid-May. Spring planting is generally 
terminated in late-J\me when hot dry weather persists. Autumn planting 
commences in mid-September when seedlings in the nursery are 
"hardened-off", and is ended by frozen groiind or snow by mid-October, 
Based on current practices the safe period for planting of white 
spi’uce is approximately 75 days per year (50 days in Spring, 25 
days in Autumn).

Despite successful efforts to organize and use native workers 
and gaol inmates for planting, labour supply is one of the most serious 
problems associated with the present relatively-small planting 
programme (approximately 1.25 million seedlings in the north central 
interior in I9 6 7). Turn over is extremely high, and in some cases 
sub-standard planting quality or low work output must be tolerated 
due to the lack of available replacements to the planting force.
Unless the critical problem of labour shortage can be solved, plans 
for gross expansion of planting programmes will be severely restricted. 
Studies must be undertaken to determine methods of increasing 
worker productivity, and of planting throughout the entire snow and 
frost free period.

Crossley (1956) who planted freshly-dug white spruce seedlings 
throughout the summers of 1952, 1953, and 1954 in the foothills of 
Alberta reported consistently good survival and grov/th. Decie (I962) 
however was unsuccessful in obtaining acceptible survival by planting
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dormant white spruce seedlings throughout the summer in the north 
central interior. Seedlings, which had been held in coldstorage 
(34 ) and planted in J\ily, August, and September of 1959 and I960
suffered severe mortality from frost due to their succxilent condition 
in November. Trials to confirm the favourable survival obtained by 
Crossley might allov/ bare-root planting throughout the summer in the 
north central interior. By planting on moist sites, particularly 
those with northerly aspects, high survival is anticipated if plants 
are handledlparefully, and if they harden-off normally in September.

Container planting (V/alters 1961, and Ackerman et al, I965), 
offers further potential for extending the planting season and 
increasing labour productivity. Although it is doubtful that small 
spruce seedlings grô vn in tubes will compete successfully v»j th 
brush on high sites, container planting may be highly successful on 
burned or scarified areas of medium and low sites. Container 
planting techniques may be more suited to lodgepole pine which has 
an aggressive rooting habit in contrast to the slow initial growth 
of v/hite spruce seedlings.

4*83 Choice of Species and Spacing,

Stands of slow-growing spruce and alpine fir occupy many 
coarse-textured, excessively-drained soils in the subalpine forest 
region. Scattered decadent lodgepole pine trees in many of these 
poor spruce types indicate that excellent stands of fast-growing 
pine had generally occupied these sites, and were succeeded by 
spruce and alpine fir. Studies to determine the value of planting 
lodgepole pine on these low sites might lead to significantly 
better yields and to a reduction in the rotation.
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The growth and yield from plantations is expected to be 
superior to that from naturally-established stands, and to vary 
widely with spacing, V/hite spruce spacing trials have been established 
in the north central interior (S.P. No's* 537, 549, and 66o).
Further plots should be established to sample a wider range of soil 
and site conditions. These plots will provide grov/th and yield 
data for plantations, and will indicate optimum spacing requirements 
for various sites.

4.84 Direct Seeding.

Direct seeding offers a potential means of artificial 
regeneration which makes efficient use of time and labour. It is 
also highly flexible since seed can be stored for long periods, 
and applied without the delay of several years normally associated 
with the production of planting stock.

In the past ten years sixteen, full-scale, direct seeding 
studies have been undertaken by Regional Research Officers in the 
interior of British Colximbia (Research Reviews 1957-1967 inclusive, 
Prochnau 1963). Host of these studies have explored the potential 
of broadcast- or spot-seeding of spruce, A review of these projects 
indicates that;-

-high populations of seed-destroying rodents exist under 
virtually all field conditions,
-current protection of seed against rodent depredation (1 gram 
Endrin 50.7 per 100 grams of seed) is only partially effective, 
and significant volumes of treated seed are being destroyed,

-site and seedbed conditions favourable to the germination 
and establishment of spruce are reasonably defined, and are
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frequently found on large forest I’ires v/hich have occurred 
during hot dry s'ummers,

-spring seeding has been more reliable than autumn seeding, 
due probably to the reduced period of seed exposure to rodents, 

-weather patterns during the spring and early summer subsequent 
to sowing are generally the critical limiting factor to the 
success of seeding. These patterns cannot be predicted or 
controlled

-success can be achieved by broadcasting 4 02s. of spruce seed 
per acre, or by sowing 10 to 15 viable seeds on each of 800 
spots per acre, provided that rodent depredation is negligible, 
favourable seedbeds are well-distributed, and adequate 
precipitation occxirs du^-lng the first growing season.
-the aggressive first-season development of lodgepole pine, 
and the ability to collect seed from serrotinous cones 
during periods of reduced work load suggests increased 
emphasis on the study of lodgepole pine seeding.

The v/idespread application of direct seeding appears to 
depend on:-

-development of methods which require a minimum of time and
1

laboiir (emphasize broadcast seeding, preferrably by' motorized 
toboggan or helicopter).

-maximum application of 6 ozs. of seed per acre (cost and/or 
availability of seed).

-more adequate protection of seed from rodents (substantially 
increased concentration of Endrin, application of a more 
desirable food supply with the tree seed).
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-application of seed (if possible) into the snow pack during 
mid-winter, which would cause no conflict in labour requirement: 
between seeding and planting.

V/ith the exception of continued and more refined study of 
lodgepole pine seeding, further direct seeding projects should be 
deferred until active studies (E.P.’s 6o6, 632, 635, and 650) are 
completed, and a comprehensive appraisal of all progress can be 
undertaken.

5.0 Research Proposals in Spruce-Alpine Fir Types.

5.1 General.

In the next ten years studies leading to the develcprnent of 
effective planting practices appear to merit highest priority.
These studies should deal with seed transfer r-ules, nursery practice, 
planting stock standards, site preparation, and planting techniques. 
The establishment of species, spacing, and provenance trials should 
receive high priority, due mainly to the long period (20 years or 
more) which is required to obtain information.

The development of safe and effective burning practices must be 
undertaken by specialists in the Protection Division, with the co
operation of researchers from the Canadian Department of Forestry., 
Modification of mechanical site preparation techniques should be 
undertaken by'the Engineering Services Division, Evaluation of these 
studies from a silvicultural viewpoint should be undertaken by the 
Regional Research Officer, Specialists are also required for studies 
in the following fields:-
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-forest land classification and ecological studies,
-physiological studies leading to stimulation of seed production, 
-development of bud sampling techniques to forecast possible 
seed crops,

-genetic improvement and tree breeding.
-nursery practice, v/ith emphasis on fertilization and irrigation, 
-container planting techniques.

Proposals for study by the Regional Research Officer are 
outlined (5,2 and 5.3).

5.2 Long-Term Studies,

5.21 Assessment of Seed Production in Spruce Stands in 
the North Central Interior.

-selection of approximately 25 immature stands (75-100 years 
old) to sample the range of white spruce betv/een latitudes 
53' and 57'N.
-description of stand and site conditions, and establishment 
of permanent research reserves (+40 acres),
-annual assessment of cone production on the south side of 15 

permanently selected dominants dispersed throughout each 
stand (August 1st, to August Ipth),

-annual assessment of the quantity and quality of seedfall 
in each stand.

-these stands may be used as permanent cone collection areas.

5.22 Reciprocal Proveziance Plantations to Establish 
Seed Transfer Rules for '..'hits Spruce in the North 
Central Interior.



-collection of seed from each of 10 dominant, well-formed 
trees v/idely dispersed throughout each stand as established
5.21 above.
-description of each tree (height, age, d.b.h., form, bark, 
cone morphology, seed size, etc.,).
-study of nursery development (Red Rock) to determine between 
and within stand variation.
-establishment of reciprocal provenance plantations to study 
betv/een stand variation ( + 25 origins at +10 localities).
V/ithin stand variation may be studied for 5 selected origins 
at 3 localities.
-periodic assessment of survival and growth at 5 year intervals.

5.23 Establlsl'mient uf further Spacing Trials of White 
Soruce.

-per Experimental Project No. 549.
-5 plots to be established prior to 1972*

5.24 Species Trials on Low Spruce-Alpine Fir Sites.

-to compare the grov/th of lodgepole pine and v/hite spruce 
at 7* by 7’, 10* by 10', and 13* by 13* spacings.

5.3 Short-Term Studies.

5.31 Evaluation of the Effect of Winter Logging on Spruce 
Regeneration Established on ?re-Scarified Seedbeds.

-pre- and post-logging assessment of regeneration and on pre
scarified seedbeds,
-study 9 areas (3 areas logged during each of 1966-69, 1969-70,
a - n A T Q V A  "7T wi-n + <»T»<a ̂
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5 .3 2 Feasibility of Bare-Root Planting Throxighout the 
Growing Season.

-plc.nt coldstored and freshly-dug white spruce seedlings on 
moist sites at bi-monthly intervals between May 1st. and 
October 1 5th. of 1968, I969, and 1970.
-treatments; 2+0 from coldstorage.

2+1 from coldstorage.
2 + 0 2 + 1  freshly lifted from transplant beds, 

-study survival and grov/th for two seasons, and correlate v/ith 
precipitation and maximum temperature during the 2 -weeks and 
4 weeks subsequent to planting.

5 .3 3 Planting Stock Requirements for High-Sites Subject 
to Dense Brush.

-trials of various morphologically defined classes of spruce to 
determine best stock to plant under these conditions.
-see proposed 7/orking Plan, E.P. b63.
-plant 1 9 7 0, 1 9 7 1, and 1972 on high site areas after controlled 
broadcast burning.

5 ,3 4  The Effect of Various Ooncentrations of Endrin
on the Laboratory Germination of V/hite Spruce and 
Lodgepole Pine Seed.

-treat seed with 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20 grams of Endrin pOV/ 
in Dow latex per 100 grams dry seed.
-conduct replicated tests to determine the effect of these 
treatments on the germinative energy and total germination 
of white spruce and lodgepole pine seed (winter 1967-63).



5.35 Broadcast Seeding of White Spruce and Lodgepole 
Pine on Extensive Burns.

-three seeding rates (2, 4, and 6 ozs/acre),
-three seeding dates (November prior to snov/fall, January on 
snov/, and June immediately after runoff).
-three areas per year, 3 consecutive years I968-I969, I969-I97O, 
and 1970-1 9 7 1.
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